
Copper’s highly efficient, low  
risk approach to consultation  
and engagement for large  
scale solar projects



Solar Lite - Copper’s highly efficient, low risk approach to 
consultation and engagement for large scale solar projects.

Copper has developed a repeatable, efficient and effective approach to 
promoting, engaging and consulting on solar energy projects – Solar Lite. 

Solar Lite uses a standardised methodology for both DCO and TCPA 
consultation and engagement, allowing developers and promoters  
to increase the speed, efficiency and certainty of statutory  
pre-submission activity. 

It enables developers of single sites to access an established engagement 
toolkit to reduce the time it takes to reach submission and reduce cost. 
Developers with multiple site portfolios can benefit even more, rolling out 
a consistent communications template across all of their sites, enabling 
them to build once, use many times. 

Solar Lite Repeatable|Efficient|Effective



By drawing on Copper’s established Solar Lite methodology, 
promoters can achieve a range of benefits, including:

 Speed – an established engagement methodology and  
 templates to reduce the time from project inception to  
 consultation and submission

 Efficiency – using established consultation and engagement  
 templates to enable websites, newsletters, consultation  
 materials, consultation reports and notices to be produced  
 more quickly and cost effectively

 Cost certainty – core elements of the project costed on a fixed  
 price bases, reducing the total cost and the risk of overspends

 Risk reduction – Solar Lite is based upon a tried and tested  
 approach and is delivered by an experienced in-house team,  
 eliminating the risk of non-compliance and reducing the overall  
 project risk
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Solar Lite Materials

Brand and personalise templated Solar Lite consultation  
materials with your logo, brand colours and imagery to  
better engage your audiences.



Design – Copper has a suite of proprietary data tools and an insight led  
approach to enable promoters to identify key social and political risks,  
to develop messaging that will have positive impact, and to target key  
local influencers who can become advocates.

Utilise – draw on established Solar Lite toolkit of materials including  
template websites, newsletters, consultation materials, SOCC, notices  
and reports to reach submission quickly, efficiently and cost effectively.  
Maximise efficiency and impact using a suite of digital engagement tools  
to limit cost and increase reach.

Repeat – maximise impact on multiple sites by establishing coherent  
and consistent approach to consultation and engagement, maximizing  
efficiency and reducing cost across a whole investment portfolio.

Design Utilise Repeat 

Solar Lite Approach



Invest with “We are on the cusp 
of a decade of solar 
development. 
If the Government is going to reach its net 
zero targets, then large scale solar projects 
will play an essential part. However, they 
must be delivered as quickly, cost effectively 
and efficiently as possible. 

Solar Lite has been developed as a suite of 
resources and services to meet these criteria, 
helping developers go from identification 
of potential sites to energy generation as 
effectively as possible.”

SAM CRANSTON, DIRECTOR ENERGY INFRASTRUCTURE

Not all projects are the same and some present greater 
political, social or environmental risks than others. 

By minimizing the resource that needs to be invested in 
delivering compliant consultation, greater emphasis can  
be placed on delivering the genuine engagement with  
key stakeholders and community investment that will  
make a difference. 

IMPACT
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Copper has over 25 years of delivering impactful engagement  
and compliant consultation for energy projects.

Solar Lite is based on our experience supporting over 40 DCO projects, 100% of  
which have been accepted for examination by PINS and 100% of which have gone  
on to be consented by the Secretary of State. We have also achieved consent for  
numerous developments via TCPA planning.

Our experience in the energy industry includes successful projects delivered  
for industry leaders including:

www.copperconsultancy.com/solar-lite/

Sam Cranston
E:  sam.cranston@copperconsultancy.com
T:  020 7935 1222
M:  07791 774608

PUBLIC ATTITUDES
2022 - A BRIGHT FUTURE FOR SOLAR

In January 2022 we launched an industry first piece  
of research in collaboration with Solar Energy UK  
on public attitudes to solar energy.
 
We conducted the research to better understand where  
the public stands on solar, provide further evidence  
on the priorities of local communities, and help ensure  
the solar industry is fully equipped to deliver the best  
projects possible.
 
As well as demonstrating overwhelming support for  
solar energy, the research found that 17% of people  
living in the vicinity of a solar farm have become more  
supportive of solar energy over time, while just 2% have  
become more opposed.

Read the full report and others in our  
Public Attitudes report library here.

https://www.copperconsultancy.com/attitudes/
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